Introduction 1 2
"Number is the ruler of forms and ideas, 3 and the cause of gods and daemons" 4 (Pythagoras as quoted by Iamblichus of Chalcis in Thomas Taylor, 1986 ) 5 6 Nowadays these metaphoric words are illustrated empirically in numeracy being 7 necessary for later life achievement (Duncan et al., 2007; Finnie & Meng, 2001 ; Reyna & 8 Brainerd, 2011) . Given the significance of the domain, research has been flourishing around 9 the question of how children's early ability to learn mathematics develops; specifically around 10 the math-specific and the non-specific cognitive precursors of mathematical achievement 11 (Bull, these skills are referred to as reflecting an innate "Approximate Number System" (ANS). In 41 the literature, evidence for the ANS comes from several different types of tasks, which, 42 however, have been recently found to be uncorrelated (Gilmore, Attridge & Inglis, 2011) . It 43 should be noted that in this study we place focus only on the nonsymbolic approximate skills 44 of the ANS, skills that involve the addition and comparison of large numerosities. 45
It is theorized that exact symbolic verbal mathematic skills -i.e., as taught in school -46 develop on top of and are fostered by approximate nonsymbolic arithmetic skills (Mundy & 47 Gilmore, 2009; see Noël & Rouselle, 2011 for an alternative view). For example, Gilmore and 48 colleagues (2010) showed that preschoolers' nonsymbolic approximate addition skills were 49 associated with their formal symbolic mathematical performance, even when controlling for 50 intelligence and literacy skills. Thus, it is imperative to understand and uncover the cognitive 51 processes underlying children's nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic skills. 52
The most common task for assessing nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic skills is a 53 computer-animated task (Barth, et al., 2005; Barth et al., 2006; Gilmore et al., 2010) , which 54 we will refer to from here on as the dot-task. A trial of the addition dot-task consists of the 55 following steps: an initial blue dot array appears on the screen and is then covered by a 56 rectangular box, then an additional array of blue dots hides within the box and lastly a set of 57 red dots appears next to it. At the end of each trial, children have to estimate whether they saw 58 more red dots or more blue dots. In the dot-task, a ratio effect on performance arises from the 59 distance of the summed blue set and the red set. As the numerical difference or distance 60 between the two sets becomes smaller, their ratio approaches 1 and performance declines (e.g. 61 Barth et al., 2006) . For example, if the two blue dot-sets add up to forty, it is easier to estimate 62 the correct response when they are compared to a set of seventy red dots than to a set of forty. 63
The large numerical distance makes their comparison much easier. It is postulated that this 64 occurs because the mental representations of two numerical magnitudes, which are close to 65 each other, overlap and are therefore harder to compare (Izard & Dehaene, 2008) . This ratio 66 effect is also presumed to be reflected in the participants' mean reaction response times (Noël, 67 Rouselle, & Mussolini, 2005 as cited in De Smedt & Gilmore, 2010). This assumption, 68 however, has not been tested in the nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic domain because 69 tasks used so far did not allow reaction time (RT) registration. We developed a dot-task that 70 permitted the recording of RT data and thus the acquisition of a more fine-grained illustration 71 So, what underlies the process of nonsymbolic approximate addition? In the dot-task, 76 participants must mentally retain and add the two blue dot-sets, remember the summed 77 numerosity and then compare it to the red dot-set. This procedure appears to involve working 78 memory. Barth and colleagues (2006) already assumed working memory load involvement in 79 their nonsymbolic approximate addition and subtraction tasks' implementation. However, to 80 our knowledge, no previous study has examined in detail the role of WM in nonsymbolic 81 approximate arithmetic processing. 82 83 1.2. Working memory and arithmetic 84
85
The most prominent theoretical account of Working Memory (WM) is the tripartite 86 WM model, originally conceptualized by Baddeley and Hitch in 1974. According to this 87 model, WM is a multicomponent cognitive architectural system that is responsible for the 88 short-term storage and manipulation of a limited amount of elements during the execution of 89 cognitive activities (Baddeley, 1986 (Baddeley, , 2001 (Baddeley, , 2003 . It is comprised of a master system, the 90 central executive (CE), and two slave subsystems, the phonological loop (PL) and the visuo-91 spatial sketchpad (VSSP). The central executive component has a supervising role; it is an 92 executive system which regulates and controls cognitive processes run by the two slave 93 subsystems. The phonological loop is responsible for retaining verbal information, whereas 94 visuo-spatial information is maintained within the visuo-spatial sketchpad. Since its original 95 conceptualization, empirical accounts have lead to the development and extension of this 96 multicomponent model (see Baddeley, 1996a; 2000; 2002; 2003) . The role of the central 97 executive was for a long time unclear. Based on accumulating findings, Repovš and Baddeley 98 (2006; pp. 14) proposed that "in the realm of working memory tasks, executive processes seem 99 to be involved whenever information within the stores needs to be manipulated". In other 100 words, the slave subsystems are free of executive processes only when they involve simple 101 representation and maintenance. 102
The literature distinguishes two kinds of methodological designs utilized for assessing 103 the role of these WM components (Raghubar et al., 2009 ): experimental dual-task studies and 104 correlational designs. The dual-task methodology is considered as the most reliable 105 experimental design since it uncovers the on-line underlying WM resources allocated in 106 complex task processing. However, it has been predominantly used in studies with adults (e.g. 107 Fürst & Hitch, 2000; Lee & Kang, 2002; Trbovich & LeFevre, 2003) . The dual task design 108 involves the execution of a primary task (e.g. arithmetic task) while simultaneously 109 performing a secondary task which loads -and therefore interferes with -a specific WM 110 component. It is based on the principle that, if a specific WM component is necessary for the 111 cognitive processing of the primary task, one will identify a performance breakdown or 112 reaction time increase on either the primary or the secondary task in the corresponding 113 interference condition compared to the conditions where these tasks were performed in a 114 stand-alone form (baseline). 115
Dual-task studies with children are very limited. In their review, Raghubar and 116 colleagues (2009) identify only two with primary school-aged children (Imbo & 117 Vandierendonck, 2007a; McKenzie, Bull & Gray, 2003) . McKenzie and colleagues (2003) 118 examined the developmental changes in the use of the slave WM components in exact verbal 119 symbolic arithmetic (i.e. with Arabic numbers in the form of a + b = c). Two age-groups of 120 children were used: one with mean age 6.91 years and the other 8.94 years. Phonological and 121 visuo-spatial interference occurred with the concurrent presentation of secondary tasks. In the 122 respective interference conditions, children either heard irrelevant speech or looked at 123 dynamic visual noise without needing to react to these secondary tasks. This type of 124 interference is characterized as passive. In an active interference condition participants are 125 asked to also respond to the secondary task (e.g. Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2007a) . This way 126 the interactive effect of the interference is indexed and thus performance breakdowns due to 127 the load are reflected on either the primary or the secondary task. As highlighted by 128 McKenzie et al. (2003) , one reason for them to choose passive secondary tasks was because it 129 was uncertain whether, especially the younger children, could perform active concurrent 130 secondary tasks. Their results showed that younger children relied solely on visuo-spatial 131 strategies when solving verbally presented exact symbolic arithmetic problems, whereas older 132 children used also phonological strategies. Our study takes WM research in mathematical 133 cognition a step further. We introduced for the first time active WM interference to children 134 as young as preschoolers showing both the feasibility and the effectiveness of such an 135 experimental design in this age group. 136
We know most about the early stages of learning arithmetic and the role of WM from 137 studies using correlational designs. It has been argued that preschoolers' performance in 138 arithmetic is in fact restricted due to their limited WM capacity (Klein & Bisanz, 2000) . 139
Specifically, Rasmussen and Bisanz (2005) demonstrated the developmentally differentiated 140 relationship of WM components with distinct arithmetic problem formats. They tested 5-and 141 6-year old children's PL, VSSP and CE skills and their performance in two different 142 arithmetic problem formats: verbal (using story problems) and nonverbal (using chips). 143
Preschool children's performance on the nonverbal simple addition task was found to be 144 related to their VSSP WM capacity, contrary to older children who relied on their PL 145 capacity. The authors argued that preschool children make use of a mental model to represent 146 objects and conduct arithmetic manipulations, contrary to older children who make use of 147 phonological coding strategies. Their nonverbal task was nonsymbolic in nature. In their 148 study, however, approximate arithmetic was not examined since exact responses were 149 required for the arithmetic problems, with operand set sizes ranging from one to seven. 150 Essentially, Rasmussen and Bisanz's (2005) study revealed the importance of the 151 VSSP WM component for early nonsymbolic arithmetic, but was limited by the fact that only 152 one task was utilized to assess it. WM literature has shown evidence for the fractionation of 153 this component into a visual and a spatial subcomponent (Baddeley, 2003; Logie, 1986, 154 Darling, Della Sala, Logie, & Cantagallo, 2006) . Notably, Hegarty and Kozhevnikov's (1999) 155 results highlight the importance of this fractionation, since spatial and visual representations 156 were shown to be differentially related to mathematical success. For this reason we designed 157 both a visual and a spatial interference condition in order to test whether they play different 158 roles in the process of mentally representing nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic 159
information. 160
On the other hand, Noël's (2009) research on preschoolers' simple addition skills, 161 emphasized the role of the CE component. Children were presented with drawings of objects, 162 such as cows, with which they were asked to conduct basic additions. Contrary to the 163 previously mentioned studies, here children were free to solve the problems in any way they 164 preferred and could even use their fingers or tokens in the process. Noël's arithmetic problems 165 were presented in a combined visual and verbal manner and in the given presentation format 166 both symbolic and nonsymbolic information was involved. It was shown that in a free 167 situation the predictive power of the CE appears stronger and more significant than that of the 168 other components in preschoolers' simple addition. Nevertheless, nonsymbolic approximate 169 processing was not examined. To our knowledge, our study is the first to study the underlying 170 WM processing in nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic. 171 172 1.3. The present study 173 174
Our main aim was to examine the relationship between nonsymbolic approximate 175 arithmetic and WM as conceptualized by Baddeley's multicomponent model. Thus, a dual-task study was conducted with active phonological, visual, spatial and central executive 177 interference during the completion of a nonsymbolic approximate addition task, i.e. the dot-178 task. Based on Rasmussen and Bisanz's (2005) findings, we hypothesized that its' underlying 179 processing will depend on VSSP WM and not the PL in preschoolers. As indicated earlier, the 180 CE appears to play an important role in children's arithmetic processing (see also Raghubar et 181 al., 2009) . During the implementation of the dot-task, the mental representation of the first 182 appearing blue quantity set must be updated after the second one is presented in order to form 183 the basis against which the red set can be compared. Based on this updating process, we also 184 hypothesized the CE WM component being involved in nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic 185 processing (Morris & Jones, 1990) . 186
Our secondary aim was to replicate existing findings on preschoolers' ability to 187 successfully conduct addition with large nonsymbolic approximate quantities (Barth et al., 188 2006 ). Moreover, with our dot-task we scoped for the use of RT data as an additional source 189 of information, which will facilitate the acquisition of a more coherent picture of the 190 processes underlying children's nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic skills. A dual-task interference design was used to examine the differential contribution of 206 the WM components on nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic performance assessed with the 207 dot-task. Children solved the primary task in five sessions: one without interference (dot-task 208 alone) and the others together with the implementation of secondary tasks for phonological, 209 visual, spatial and central executive interference. 210
Children's intelligence was assessed two months earlier in a group-wise manner (4 to 211 7 children) with the Raven's Colored Progressive Matrices (Raven, Raven & Court, 1998) . 212
Based on their mean and standard deviation scores, the children were divided into three 213 intelligence groups (low, average, high). In order to control for any effects related to the order 214 of presentation of tasks, task order was counterbalanced by using two presentation conditions: 215 (a) visual stand-alone, PL stand-alone, spatial stand-alone, CE stand-alone, dual-visual, dual-216 PL, dual-spatial, dual-CE and dot-task stand-alone or (b) the exact opposite order. Half of the 217 children of each intelligence group were assigned to the first order and the other half to the 218 second. Independent sample t-test analyses indicated no order of presentation effect for all the 219 dot-task trials (p = .12) nor for any of the secondary tasks, namely the visual stand-alone (p = 220 .21) and dual (p = .18), the spatial stand-alone (p = .51) and dual (p = .46), the PL stand-221 alone (p = .24) and dual (p = .28) and lastly the CE stand-alone (p = .76) and dual (p = .81). for the children to fully understand the events of the task. Initially the experimenter asked the 235 child to identify the blue and the red dots on the screen in order to check for cases of color 236 blindness. Fig. 1 illustrates the events of a dot-task trial and the instructions the experimenters 237 narrated during practice. The duration of each animated event within a trial (e.g. blue array 238 falling down) was 1300ms and between each event there was a 1200ms wait interval. 239
Consequently the sequence of presentation of the stimuli was too fast to allow the children to 240 count the relatively large sets of dots. 241
In our study, children were instructed to decide as accurately and as fast as possible 242 whether more blue dots or more red dots appeared on the screen and press the corresponding 243 response button. Two response boxes were situated in front of them. They were instructed to 244 press the left one with the blue sticker, if they thought the blue dots were more, or the right 245 one with the red sticker, if they thought the red were more. Response registration (accuracy 246 and reaction time) was initiated from the moment the complete red dot-array appeared on the 247 right upper side of the screen. From that point on, participants had a maximum of 7000 ms to 248 respond; thereafter the next trial would be initiated. A complete trial lasted approximately 15 249 seconds. There was a 300ms interval between the end of a trial and the initiation of the next 250 one. Before the experimenter initiated the testing block, children were told that they would no 251 longer receive feedback. 252
The actual game consisted of 24 testing trials (see Appendix, Table A1 ), which were 253 presented in a random sequence. To control for responses being reliant on continuous quantity 254 variables when comparing the summed blue set with the red dots, in half of the trials, dot size, 255 total dot surface area, total dot contour length and density were positively correlated with 256 numerosity while array size was negatively correlated with numerosity. The opposite relations 257 occurred for the other half of the trials (Gilmore et al., 2010) . Dot size was constant within the 258 two blue arrays and variable across the summed blue and red arrays: 3 or 4.5 mm diameter 259 (Barth et al., 2006) . Our dot-stimuli were developed with MATLAB 7.5 R2007b. 260
Within the trials, the sum of blue dot arrays and the comparison red dot array differed 264 by three ratios: 4:7 (easy), 4:6 (middle), 4:5 (difficult) and our numerosities ranged from 6 to 265 70 dots across all trials. In half of the trials within each ratio the comparison numerosity was 266 larger and in the other half it was smaller. Similar to previous studies, we controlled for the 267 use of any non-addition strategies, in order to be able to assess, for example, whether children 268 resorted to a strategy such as always only pressing the red button. In previous studies (e.g. 269 Barth et al., 2006; Barth et al., 2008) the criteria for ascribing a trial as one that predicts a 270 specific non-addition strategy or not, were based on numerosity distances; e.g. a distance of 1, 271 2 or 5 was characterized as small. We believe, however, that a criterion based solely on the 272 difference in dots can be characterized as arbitrary and that such a judgment should be also 273 relative to the size of the other dot addends. Thus, on the trial construction level, we 274 constructed our nonaddition strategy controls on ratio-based criteria. For example, to judge whether the distance "x" between the larger of the two blue addends and the red addend was 276 far, medium or near (see strategy Near/Far in the Appendix) we calculated the ratio of their 277 distance and ascribed it on one of three levels on the scale of 0 to 1. If x ≤ 0.33 then the 278 distance was ascribed as far, if x ≤ 0.66 as medium and if x ≤ 0.99 as near. 279 280
Secondary Tasks 281
Secondary tasks were developed to tap and interfere with the four different WM components 282 during primary task completion. They were also performed in stand-alone conditions with a 283 15 sec delay replacing the primary task. When possible, we made use of several difficulty 284 levels in order to cover the full span of performance variability in the corresponding WM 285 skills. With this we aimed to examine whether there were different interference effects for 286 the various difficulty spans in the secondary tasks. Furthermore, for the dual-task conditions, 287 which had varying difficulty spans, the dot-task trials were counterbalanced across the spans 288 based on ratio and in turn these trials were randomized within each span. This was done to 289 prevent any outcome interference effects in the secondary tasks being related to ratio effects 290 in the dot-task. 291 292 2.3.2.1.Visual WM 293
We developed a variation of the Abstract Patterns task which has been shown to 294 successfully tap the Visual WM component (Logie & Pearson, 1997) . As illustrated in Fig.  295 2, a matrix pattern with half of its boxes white and the other half black, was displayed on the 296 screen before and after each dot-task trial. In the stand-alone condition, instead of 297 conducting a dot-task trial, children were instructed to look at a fixation cross for 15 secs. 298 After the dot-task trial or the delay, a second abstract pattern (target) appeared. In half of the 299 trials (12) the target was the same as the original whereas in the other half (12) it was different. The child was prompted to say aloud whether the second pattern was the same or 301 different and the experimenter would register the response. There was no time-limit for this 302 reaction. As in previous studies, pattern size began at 2 x 2 and increased by two squares in 303 each difficulty span. Previous research has shown that children aged five to six are able to 304 perform successfully on this task at least until span 4 (Logie & Pearson, 1997) . The rationale 305 of the dual-task design is that one's performance will break down on the hardest conditions. 306
Therefore, our task's level of difficulty ranged from span 2 to 5 with six trials in each span. 307
In all spans there were targets that differed only in one box; in span 3, 4 and 5 there were 308 also targets that had two different boxes and in span 4 and 5 there was one case of a target 309 that had 3 and one of 4 different boxes compared to the original pattern. An instructional 310 slide would prompt the experimenter to inform the child about the initiation of a new span. 311
The Corsi Blocks task (Ang & Lee, 2008) was adapted for our Spatial WM interference 316 condition. In each trial a sequence of crosses appeared in nine randomly positioned blocks. A 317 cross was displayed for 500 ms, then disappeared and subsequently one more cross appeared 318 in a different block based on the corresponding span (see Fig. 3 for an example trial). 319
Children aged five to six have been shown to perform successfully on this task up to span 3, 320
i.e. a spatial pattern made by three crosses. In order to cover the complete range of levels of 321 difficulty variation our spatial task included four spans. After the dot-task trial (dual 322 condition) or the delay (stand-alone condition), a target corsi blocks pattern was displayed. In 323 half of the trials (12) the target was the same as the original and in the other half (12) it was 324 different. Half of the target patterns (6) differed in location of appearance of the cross but not 325 in sequence whereas the other half (6) in sequence but not location. Children were instructed 326 to recall both sequence and location of appearance of the crosses. Their response (target same 327 or different) was vocal and registered by the experimenter. Again, there was no time limit for 328 these responses. Each span included six trial sequences. showed that five year-old children found the sequence of the tones to be too fast, thus in our 355 study the interval between two consecutive tones was longer (3000 and 3500 ms). Responses 356 were recorded with voice-recorders and subsequently scored by the experimenter. In the dual-357 task condition, this task was performed concurrently with the dot-task, whereas in the stand-358 alone condition they performed the CRT-R for 5 mins (same as the duration of the dot-task). sessions of 30 minutes approximate duration (two tasks per session) and one of 6 minutes 364 (dot-task alone). These sessions took place on six different days within a period of 365 approximately two weeks. With the permission of the teacher, the experimenter took each 366 child to a quiet room within the school setting, where they conducted the tasks. All tasks, 367 apart from the secondary CE task, were performed on HP Compaq 6710b laptops with a 15-368 inch screen; the children were seated approximately 60cm away from the screen. The CE 369 secondary task (CRT-R) was played on a Samsung NC20 12.1-inch notebook and for the PL 370 condition headphones were used. 371
The experimenter introduced the tasks as games and the children were told that after 372 each task they would receive a sticker. Firstly the experimenter explained the instructions to 373 the child and then initiated the practice trials of the given task. The secondary tasks consisted 374 of four practice trials whereas the primary task of six trials, consistent with Barth and 375 colleagues' (2006) procedure. Therefore, in dual-task conditions children received these ten 376 practice trials followed by four dual-task practice trials. The exception was the CE condition, 377
where the task was practiced for half a minute in the stand-alone condition and together with 378 the primary tasks' practice trials in the dual condition. During practice, children received 379 computerized feedback with the display of a happy or mildly sad cartoon face at the end of 380 each trial. Before initiating the testing block, the experimenter made sure the child had 381 understood what he or she would have to do. During testing no feedback was provided. 382
Throughout the games children were encouraged to stay focused and were reminded what 383 they had to do if necessary. Every game ended with a very happy cartoon face indicating that 384 they did a "good job" to reinforce them positively and sustain their interest and motivation. 385 In the literature one notices that it is still very common to apply ANOVA analyses on 389 proportional data even though the nature of this data will very often violate the assumption of 390 equal variances (Jaeger, 2008) . Part of our data consisted of dichotomous data (e.g. a child's 391 response was assessed as correct or incorrect). Trials with dichotomous responses were 392 aggregated into frequency variables with a lower (zero) and upper limit (the maximum score). 393
The distribution of these variables, therefore, was essentially binomial. Consequently, the 394 variance close to the extremes of the scale was lower than the variance close to the midpoint 395 of the scale (like in the case of proportions with 0 and 1 as extremes and .5 as midpoint), 396 which can result in unequal variances in the comparison of two (experimental) conditions. 397
Data transformations like the arcsine-square-root transformation are often not sufficient to 398 mitigate this violation of the assumption of equal variances (Jaeger, 2008) . For this reason, for 399 our binomial accuracy data, we made use of a relatively new extension of logistic regression analyses for repeated measures; the so-called Generalized Estimating Equations or GEE 401 analysis (Jaeger, 2008) . GEE analysis can be seen as the repeated measures version of the 402 Generalized Linear Model (not to confuse with the General Linear Model). To circumvent the 403 inherent problems of proportions, GEE provides a link function of the predictors with the logit 404 that is the natural log of the odds, i.e. p / (1 -p), where "p" stands for proportion. The logit (or 405 'log-odds') is not constrained by a lower and upper limit of the range of scores, but varies 406 symmetrically from minus infinity to plus infinity around zero as midpoint of the scale. 407
Hypothesis testing with GEE is based on maximum likelihood estimation. Therefore, the 408 Wald χ 2 statistic is used instead of F, as is the case of regular ANOVA. The odds ratio (OR) 409 constitutes a measure of effect size (Ferguson, 2009 ). OR gives the ratio between the odds of 410 one (experimental) condition compared to the odds of another. 411
For our continuous outcomes, such as RT data and also the CRT-R scores, which had 412 no theoretical upper limit and no practical lower limit, corresponding ANOVA tests were 413 used. 414 415
Results 416 417
We acquired accuracy scores for all stand-alone and dual-tasks; we also accumulated 418 reaction time (RT) data for the dot-task on baseline and under the interference conditions for 419 all trials on which children responded correctly. We first examined children's performance on 420 the primary task (baseline). Subsequently, their baseline performance was compared to each 421 dot-task interference condition in order to identify in which ones children's performance 422 broke down. Lastly, WM demands were also examined with respect to secondary task 423 performance. 424 3.1. Dot-task 426 427 Children succeeded in our stand-alone dot-task. They estimated significantly more 428 frequently which of the sets was larger (60.48 %, Wald χ 2 (1, 62) = 50.54, p < .001, OR = 1.5) 429 than they would at chance level (50 %). Specifically, they performed above chance on all 430 three ratios: the easy (p < .001), the middle (p < .001) and the difficult ratio (p < .05). Their 431 responses were not based on any physical features of the dots (continuous quantity variables) 432 and they did not resort to any guessing non-addition strategies (see Appendix, Table A .2). 433 conditions. With regard to the interference effect, compared to baseline children's 449 performance broke down only in the CE interference condition (p < .001) and not in the visual (p = .715), the spatial (p = .936), or the PL condition (p = .508). Interference, χ 2 (9, 61) = 49.17, p <.001, Ratio, χ 2 (2, 61) = 7.28, p = .026, and their 461 interaction, χ 2 (35, 61) = 123.7, p <.001. Therefore, degrees of freedom were corrected using 462 Greenhouse-Geisser estimates. As expected, a main interference effect, F(2.8, 170.94) = 463 10.25, p <.001, was found (Fig. 6 ). No main ratio or interference by ratio interaction effect 464 was shown. Consistent with the accuracy score results, children's mean RT was significantly 465 higher than that of baseline only in the interference condition where their central executive 466 (CE) was loaded (p < .001). The spatial (p = 1.000), the visual (p = .617) and the PL (p = 467 .764) interference conditions did not reach significant difference to that of baseline. the CE secondary task (CRT-R) between the stand-alone and the dual condition indicated a 476 significant performance breakdown in the second, t (61) = 8.11; p < .001. For our visual task 477 (Abstract Patterns), a 2 x 4 factorial GEE analysis was conducted between the two conditions 478 (stand-alone and dual) and the four difficulty spans. Results indicated no condition or 479 condition by span effect. Only a significant main span effect was found, Wald χ 2 (3, 62) = 480 21.37, p < .001. For the spatial task (Corsi Blocks), a similar 2 x 4 factorial GEE analysis 481 resulted in both a main span, Wald χ 2 (3, 62) = 45.43, p < .001, and a condition by span 482 interaction effect, Wald χ 2 (3, 62) = 12.66, p = .005, indicating an involvement of the spatial 483 WM component. To further elaborate on this interaction effect, we conducted corresponding 484 GEE analyses for each Span of difficulty of the Corsi Blocks task (Fig. 7) . The expected 485 condition effect was found only for the easiest span (Span 1), Wald χ 2 (1, 62) = 9.88, p = .002. 486
Parameter estimate results showed that children's performance significantly dropped in the 487 dual condition compared to the stand-alone one in this span, OR = 0.6. No corresponding 488 condition effect was found for the rest of the difficulty spans. Similarly, for the PL task (Letter Span), a 2 x 3 GEE analysis was conducted over the 493 two conditions (dual and stand-alone) and the three difficulty spans. A main span, Wald χ 2 (2, 494 62) = 337.35, p < .001, and, surprisingly, a main condition, Wald χ 2 (1, 62) = 5.42, p = .020, 495 effect were found, but no interaction effect. Parameter estimates indicated that children's 496 performance in the dual PL task significantly dropped compared to the stand-alone version, 497
Wald χ 2 (1, 62) = 4.78, p = .029, OR = 0.7). 498
501
Our aim was to uncover the relationship between nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic 502 and WM. For this purpose we conducted for the first time a dual-task study with preschool 503 children in which we actively interfered with the phonological, visual, spatial and central 504 executive WM components while implementing a nonsymbolic approximate addition task, i.e. 505 the dot-task. At baseline, our results replicated previous findings that show the ability of 506 preschool children to perform above chance level in the dot-task. The characteristic ratio 507 effect in accuracy was also replicated. With RT data, however, we did not find a similar A precondition for examining the role of WM in nonsymbolic approximate addition 515 was to show that we indeed provoked approximate addition with our task. Nonsymbolic 516 approximate addition results replicated previous findings that prove preschool children to be 517 able to successfully add large nonsymbolic quantities prior to having received any formal 518 arithmetic instruction in school (Barth et al., 2005 (Barth et al., , 2006 (Barth et al., , 2008 Gilmore et al., 2010) . 519 Likewise, they did so without resorting to any strategies other than addition per se -e.g. by 520 using systematic response preferences, such as choosing only the red quantity as being larger 521 -or by basing their responses on perceptual characteristics other than the numerosity of the 522 nonsymbolic stimuli. Children performed above chance level and the characteristic ratio-523 effect was shown for accuracy, which supports the assumption of the existence of a mental 524 number line system underlying approximate quantity estimation abilities (Izard & Dehaene, 525 2008) . 526
Our study is the first to examine the ratio effect with RTs in nonsymbolic approximate 527 addition. Iuculano, Moro and Butterworth (2011) used RT data on a similar nonsymbolic 528 approximate addition task but did not examine the corresponding ratio effect. To our surprise 529 the ratio effect was not evident with the RT data. This effect has been consistently 530 comparison tasks. These tasks differ from our nonsymbolic approximate addition task in three 533 main aspects; they (a) do not entail the element of addition, (b) deal with much smaller 534 numerosities, ranging from one to nine and, (c) call for a response to simultaneously 535 presented stimuli. This last element suggests that perhaps with the current animated dot-task 536 design it was not possible to collect accurate RTs. The RT interference effect, which was 537 consistent with the corresponding accuracy result, however, contradicts this interpretation. 538 Perhaps our RT measurement was reliably sensitive to the interference effect but not sensitive 539 enough to capture the ratio effect due to the inherent design of this task. On the other hand, 540 the remaining two elements of differentiation between the dot-task and the previous 541 comparison tasks, suggest possible differences in the skills that these tasks actually attempt to 542 measure. Our dot-task is a far more complex cognitive task, where children were asked to add 543 large quantities that ranged from 6 to 70. 544
For long, many assumed that the skills assessed with the nonsymbolic magnitude 545 comparison and the nonsymbolic approximate addition tasks could be placed under the same 546 'theoretical umbrella; that of the so-called "Approximate Number System (ANS)". This is 547 mainly because of the consistent and common underlying signature effects such as that of the 548 ratio and distance effect (Gilmore, Attridge & Inglis, 2011). Gilmore, Attridge & Inglis 549 (2011), however, provided evidence for the lack of correlation between participants' 550 performances in these tasks. As one of their explanations they suggest the possibility that 551 these tasks may draw on different domain-general abilities, such as WM. In accordance to that 552 argument, we postulate that the nonsymbolic comparison tasks and nonsymbolic approximate 553 addition tasks, such as our dot-task, may call upon different underlying cognitive processes. 554
Of course, the lack of an RT ratio effect must be replicated and further research is needed for 555 its elaborate explanation. Moreover, future research should determine the different 556 mechanisms underlying nonsymbolic magnitude comparison and nonsymbolic approximate 557 addition. 558
With regard to the role of WM, our findings confirmed our main expectation. WM 559 underlies nonsymbolic approximate addition processing. For interference during the primary 560 task (dot task), our results on both the accuracy and RT data revealed a clear-cut interference 561 effect. Specifically, as expected, preschoolers' performance was hindered in the CE 562 interference condition. There is of course also the matter of the strategic tradeoff between the 563 primary and the secondary tasks. Comparisons of performance between the secondary tasks 564 conducted in the stand-alone and in the dual-task condition indexed once again a breakdown 565 on the CE secondary task. Our findings, therefore, demonstrated a coherent picture for the 566 necessity of CE WM demands. This result is consistent with previous research demonstrating 567 the importance of executive resources in children's mathematical cognition (Noël, 2009; 568 Raghubar et al., 2009 ). The exact role of the CE demands further elucidation. The CE task 569 that we used, namely the CRT-R, is a task widely utilized to tap the CE (Imbo & 570 Vandierendonck, 2007a; Tronsky, McManus & Anderson, 2008) as a homunculus 571 subcomponent of WM. The functions of the CE, however, can be further fractionated (Repovš 572 & Baddeley, 2006) . During the dot-task, a participant must mentally update the mental 573 representation of the first blue array with the second in order to form a summed set, which can 574 then be compared with the red array. Future research should determine whether it is 575 specifically the executive process of updating that is required during nonsymbolic 576 approximate addition. 577
Based on Rasmussen and Bisanz's (2005) findings on preschoolers' nonsymbolic 578 arithmetic, we had initially also hypothesized a predominant role for the visuospatial 579 component of WM in nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic. We, therefore, explored the effect 580 of the Visual and Spatial WM subcomponents. Surprisingly, our results revealed no 581 significant effect for the Visual and hardly any for the Spatial WM component since the only 582 effect found for the latter was limited to its easiest span. In a dual-task design, if a WM 583 interference effect is to be assumed, it must be evidenced at least in the hardest ratios. Taking 584 a closer look at Fig.7 , which depicts children's performance in the different span levels of the 585 spatial secondary task in the dual and the stand-alone conditions, one notices that performance 586 drops close to chance (50%) after the easiest span in all conditions. It appears there was a 587 floor effect. We believe that this task was too hard for our children, resulting in a limited 588 variability of performance, which in turn did not allow for any interference effects to be 589 visible. We advise future studies to make use of easier visuospatial interference tasks in order 590 to illuminate the role of the visuospatial sketchpad in nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic. 591
An alternative explanation of this surprising result may be derived from the early studies 592 examining the cognitive processing of expert versus novice chess players 593 Gobbet, 1997) . Expert chess playing has been found to not be a result of higher visuospatial 594 WM processing but rather due to the advanced pattern recognition level of the player. 595
Similarly, it is possible that in this assumed innate skill of nonsymbolic approximate 596 arithmetic, some sort of visuo-spatial mental operation does take place, which is not, however, 597 adjunct to visuospatial WM. 598 But, apart from the preceding arguments, why did Rasmussen and Bisanz (2005) find 599 the VSSP playing a predominant role in nonsymbolic processing and we did not? In their 600 study's nonsymbolic addition task an experimenter would show a number of chips to the 601 child, cover them up with a box and then he or she would add more under this box. Children 602 were asked to replicate the amount of chips they saw with their own collection of chips. 603
Operands in this task ranged from one to five, answers from three to eight and it necessitated 604 an exact response. Thus, our differentiated findings imply also differences in the underlying 605 cognitive processing between the two tasks. To our knowledge, research, thus far, has 606 examined the differentiation between exact and approximate symbolic arithmetic processing 607 (Kucian, von Aster, Loenneker, Dietrich, & Martin, 2008) but not between exact and 608 approximate nonsymbolic arithmetic processing. What arises from our pattern of findings is 609 that in nonsymbolic approximate processing, preschool children ultimately rely on their CE 610 for successful implementation. In our dot-task, children could not represent each object/dot 611 separately, as in the case of Rasmussen and Bisanz's (2005) task and thus, due to the large 612 amount of dots, the CE component takes over and compensates by processing condensed 613 whole arrays of dots and updating them within WM. It would be interesting for future studies 614 to examine this assumption by specifically examining the differences in cognitive resources 615 allocated for the processing of nonsymbolic exact and approximate arithmetic. 616
Unexpectedly, secondary task performance results also identified PL involvement. 617
According to Krajewski and Schneider's (2009) theoretical model, children from a very 618 young age start utilizing quantity discrimination words such as "much" or "more". It may be 619 assumed that children made use of such a strategy to solve the nonsymbolic approximate 620 arithmetic problems, i.e. by applying phonological tags on the arrays presented. Such an 621 explanation, even though interesting, is also unsafe. Other studies have shown children to start 622 utilizing phonological WM and corresponding strategies at a later age (McKenzie, Bull & 623 Gray, 2003; Rasmussen & Bisanz, 2005) . We believe, therefore, that this unexpected result of 624 PL involvement was shown due to the unavoidable instructions that were given to the children 625 during dot-task implementation. During testing we observed these young children being easily 626 distracted while conducting the given complex tasks. For this reason, it was necessary in some 627 occasions to give them instructions in order to sustain their attention during dot-task 628 implementation such as "look at the dots", "pay attention". It is very plausible that this may 629 be the practical explanation of the PL interference effect evident on the corresponding 630 secondary task when performed under the dual-task condition. Children heard the verbal 631 instructions and at the same time had to remember the series of letters. This explanation is in 632 line with the findings that regard the PL also as playing a role in the control of one's behavior 633 (Baddeley, 2003 The current study is also limited by the fact that different WM task-designs were 638 utilized to load and interfere with the corresponding WM abilities. The CE interference task 639 was a continuous one, whereas the rest of the secondary tasks took place "before" and "after" 640 each primary-task trial and entailed discrete levels of difficulty. Nevertheless, this is common 641 practice within the dual-task literature (e.g. Imbo & Vandierendonck, 2007b) due to the 642 practical restrictions of wanting to load and interfere purely on a specific WM component 643 without also interfering with the actual skill (not related to WM) that the primary task is 644 tapping. We argue, however, that our results cannot be interpreted based on the differences 645 between the designs of the tasks. Performance in each interference condition was only 646 compared with that of baseline. In other words, interference conditions were not compared 647 amongst each other. Also, the effects of disruption of the CE cannot be attributed to a higher 648 task difficulty, as all other WM tasks included harder levels of difficulty than usual 649 performance in this age and analyses were conducted on the span-level. Future research in this 650 field could pursue the design of similar WM interference tasks that would allow also the 651 examination of the difference of effects between each condition. For example, future studies 652 may alternatively use articulatory suppression, where in the dual condition participants repeat 653 an irrelevant word such as "the", as an alternative to our PL interference condition (see 654 Baddeley, 2001 ). Furthermore, innovative VSSP interference conditions could be developed, 655 such as those used by Lanfranchi and colleagues (2012) , that interfere with the primary task 656 during its completion. The important issue in developing and using these secondary tasks for a 657 dual-task study is that they tap the different WM components as purely as possible. Our 658 secondary tasks were developed in that manner. The tasks we used for tapping the slave 659 subsystems of WM were free of executive resources since they necessitated sole 660 representation and maintenance of the corresponding information (Repovš & Baddeley, 661 2006 ). On the other hand, the CE secondary task necessitated manipulation within the store. 662
Actually, it called for manipulation within the PL store, since the task had verbal 663 characteristics. Future research should indicate if this CE interference result would also be 664 evident in a condition where the corresponding task needed manipulation within the VSSP 665 store. 666
The findings of the current study generate methodological as well as cognitive, 667 developmental and applied educational psychology implications. We demonstrated that 668 effective dual-task studies with active WM interference can be conducted with children as 669 young as preschoolers. Nonsymbolic approximate representations have been characterized as 670 being central to human knowledge of mathematics (Gilmore & Spelke, 2008) . It is even 671 assumed that nonsymbolic approximate arithmetic comprises the building blocks on top of 672 which symbolic exact arithmetic skills are developed and enhanced (Mundy & Gilmore, 673 2009 ). We showed that preschoolers' nonsymbolic approximate addition skills necessitate 674 central executive resources. Now, the question is raised of whether it is actually nonsymbolic 675 approximate skills that play a role in later math development or do these skills mediate the 676 effect of WM processing on mathematical achievement? Our findings constitute a stepping-677 stone in the path for uncovering and understanding the underlying cognitive architecture of 678 early arithmetical skills. 679 Middle A a These columns present information for the given trials with regard to the usage of possible nonaddition strategies: Near/far = response based on the ratio distance between the larger blue addend and the red; Blue = only the blue response is chosen; Red = only the red response is chosen; B2vsRstr = only the second blue addend is compared; B1vsRstr only the first blue addend is compared, RedRange = response is based on the relative size of the red array. b 1 = predicts correct answer for that trial, -1: does not predict correct answer for that trial, 0 = does not provide a clear prediction c Continuous quantity conditions: A = dot size, total dot surface area, total dot contour length and density positively correlated with number while array size negatively correlated with number; B = dot size, total dot surface area, total dot contour length and density negatively correlated with number while array size positively correlated with number.
Ratio based criteria were utilized to judge whether the given strategy was predictive or 1 not of the correct or incorrect response in a given trial. Performance both on the B1vsR and 2 B2vsR strategies was proven to be above chance level. Lastly, we examined whether children 3 based their response only on the range of the size of the red array (RedRange), e,g. by 4 choosing the red if it seemed large, or blue if the red array seemed quite small. Performance 5 above chance level on this strategy was tested with trials where the size of the red array was 6 in middle range. Results showed once more that this strategy had not been used. 7
We also tested whether children based their response on features related to the 8 presentation of the dots. We examined whether children responded based on combined 9 variables of dot size, summed dot surface area, summed dot circumference, density and array 10 total area. To control for these variables, our trials were presented in two conditions (see 11 Table A1 ): in condition A, dot size, total dot surface area, total dot contour length and density 12 were positively correlated with number while array size negatively correlated with number; 13 condition B had the opposite relations. Table A .2 shows that strategy B was found to be 14 significantly above chance level whereas strategy A was not. We cannot assume that 15 children's performance can be accounted as relying on continuous quantity variables since 16 they did not perform significantly below chance level (Gilmore et al., 2010) . 17 yes a Computed with the formula: ln(p/1-p), where "p" stands for proportion Fig. 2 . Illustration of the sequence of events in a span 3 trial of the Abstract Patterns task in the dual and standalone condition. Fig. 4 . The characteristic ratio effect in children's accuracy on the primary task: performance (% correct) declines as the quantities' ratio approaches one, i.e. from the easy (7:4), to the middle (6:4) and the difficult (5:4) ratio. Error bars reflect standard error values. Logit values of the corresponding transformed original values are presented in the table on the right; note that "p" stands for "proportions"-estimated marginal means of the original scores. 
